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Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM), CP-violation (CPV) arises from a complex phase in the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix, and the angles of unitary triangle are defined as [1] :
In order to test SM and search for new physics, many measurements of CP-violation observables can be used to constrain these above angles. It is well known that we measure β precisely using the golden decay mode B → J/ψK s ; the angle α can be determined with decay B → ππ and γ Besides the above channels mentioned, many other channels are used to cross check the measurements. Among these decays, B → DD decay is considered to test the β measurement. For B → DD decay, the analysis based on SU (3) symmetry [2] , iso-spin symmetry [3] and factorization approach [4] have been done in last several years. However, the the calculation of decay
has difficulties. It is a pure-annihilation diagram decay, also named W-exchange diagram decay, which is power suppressed in factorization language. The quark diagrams of this decay are shown in Figure 1 . Theoretically, QCD factorization approach (QCDF) [5] and soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [6] can not deal decays with two heavy charmed mesons effectively. In Ref. [7, 8] , perturbative QCD (PQCD) has been exploited to B meson decays with one charm meson in the final states and the results agree with experimental data well. Specially, the pure annihilation type B decays with charmed meson were studied in Ref. [8] .
In the standard model picture, the W boson exchange causesbd →cc, and theūu quarks are produced from a gluon. This gluon attaches to any one of the quarks participating in the W boson exchange. In decay B → D 0 D 0 , the momentum of the final state D meson is the D meson momentum is nearly m B /2. According to the distribution amplitude used in Ref. [7] , the light quark in D meson carrying nearly 40% of the D meson momentum. So, this light quark is still a collinear quark with 1 GeV energy, like that in B → DM [7, 8] , B → K(π)π [9, 10] decays. The gluon could be viewed as a hard gluon approximatively, so we can treat the process perturbatively where the four-quark operator exchanges a hard gluon with uū quark pair. Of course, we are able to calculate the diagrams if charm quark and up quark exchange. As a roughly estimation, we give the branching ratio and CP-violation of
In this article, the analytic formulas for the decay amplitudes will be shown in the next section.
In section 3, we give the numerical results and summarize this article in section 4.
Analytic formulas
For simplicity, we set B meson at rest in our calculation. In light-cone coordinates, the momentum of B, D 0 andD 0 are:
we define the light (anti-)quark momenta in B, D 0 and D 0 mesons as k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 as:
In PQCD, we factorize the decay amplitude into soft(Φ), hard(H), and harder (C) dynamics characterized by different scales, [9, 10] 
In above equation, b i is the conjugate space coordinate of the transverse momentum k iT , and t is the largest energy scale. C is Wilson coefficient, and Φ is the wave function. The last term, e −S(t) , contains two kinds of contributions. One is due to the resummation of the large double logarithms from renormalization of ultra-violet divergence ln tb, the other is from resummation of double logarithm ln 2 b from the overlap of collinear and soft gluon corrections, which is called Sudakov form factor. The hard part H can be calculated perturbatively, and it is channel dependent. More explanation of above formula and review about PQCD can be found in many reference, such as [9, 10, 11] .
As a heavy meson, the B meson wave function is not well defined, neither is D meson. In heavy quark limit, we take them as:
The Lorentz structure of two mesons are different because the B meson is initials state and D meson is final state.
The effective Hamiltonianb →q(q = d, s) is given by [12] :
where 10) are Wilson coefficients at the renormalization scale µ and the four quark
Here i and j are SU (3) color indices; in O 3,...,10 the sum over q runs over the quark fields that are active at the scale µ = O(m b ), i.e., q ∈ {u, d, s, c, b}. For Wilson coefficients, we will also use the leading logarithm summation for QCD corrections, although the next-to -leading order calculation already exists [12] . This is the consistent way to cancel the explicit µ dependence in the theoretical formulae.bb by M a , as follows:
where C F = 4/3 is the group factor of SU(3) c gauge group, and C i is Wilson coefficient. The function E m is defined as
and S B , S D result from Sudakov factor and single logarithms due to the renormalization of ultraviolet divergence. The functions h a is the Fourier transformation of virtual quark and gluon propagators. It is defined by
with:
In above equation, H
0 (z) = J 0 (z) + i Y 0 (z). In order to reduce the large logarithmic radiative corrections, the hard scale t in the amplitudes is selected as the largest energy scale in the hard part:
Analogically, we can get the M b , which comes from the contribution of diagrams (g) and (h):
and the functions are defined as:
So, the decay amplitude of decay B d → D 0 D 0 can be read as:
where β is weak phase angle defined in Eq. (1), and δ 1 is the strong phase, which plays an important role in studying CP-violation. In above calculation, we denote that
and
which describes the ratio between tree diagram and penguin diagram. The corresponding charge conjugate decay is
Therefore, the averaged decay width Γ for B 0 → D 0 D 0 decay is then given by
¿From this equation, we know that the averaged branching ratio is a function of CKM angle β, if z 1 = 0. Derived from Eq. (20) and Eq.(23), the direct CP-violation can be formulated as:
For B 0 s → D 0 D 0 and its conjugate decay, we write the decay amplitudes and rearrange them as:
where T 2 , P 2 and z 2 are defined as:
So, the averaged decay width and direct CP violation can be formulated as: 
Numerical Results
For B meson, the distribution amplitude is well determined by charmless B decays [9, 10] , which is chosen as 
We use a D = 0. 
With these parameters fixed, we calculate the decay amplitudes of the Table 1 . From the table, we notice that the main contribution comes from the tree 
In Fig. 3 , we plot the branching ratio of B s → D 0 D 0 with different γ. In this figure, we find the branching ratio is not sensitive to CKM angle γ. For the experimental side, there are only upper limits given at 90% confidence level for decay
Obviously, our result is consistent with the data. many effective vertexes, and we will ignore this contribution here, though it may be important [17] .
There are many uncertainties in our calculation such as higher order corrections, the parameters listed in Eq.(33) and the distribution amplitudes of heavy mesons. We will not discuss uncertainty taken by high order correction as we only roughly estimate the branching ratios and CP asymmetries, though high order corrections have been done for some special channels [18, 19] Table 2 shows the sensitivity of the branching ratios to change of ω b , ω D and a D . It is found that uncertainty of the predictions on PQCD is mainly due to ω D , which describes the behavior in end-point region of D meson, however it is very hard to be determined.
Considering the experimental upper limit, our results favor large ω b , large ω D and small a D .
At last, we give the prediction of branching ratios with err bar as follows: We believe that the B d → D 0 D 0 will be measured soon because this ratio is just below the upper The branching ratios are still sizable. The branching ratio of B → D 0 D 0 is about 3.8 × 10 −5 , which is just below the experimental upper limited result [15, 16] , and we think that it will be measured in near future. For B s → D 0 D 0 , the branching ratio is about 6.8 × 10 −4 , which could be measured in LHC-b. From the calculation, it is found that this branching ratio is not sensitive to angle γ.
In these two decays, there exist CP asymmetries because of interference between weak and strong interaction, though they are very small.
